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This paper examines the problem of the racial and ethnic classification of Mexican Americans, and later, Hispanics, in terms of both self- and official identification, during the quarter-century after Hernández v. Texas, the landmark 1954 decision in which the U.S. Supreme Court condemned the “systematic exclusion of persons of Mexican descent” from state jury pools.¹ Instead of reviewing the judicial rulings in civil rights cases, what follows focuses on efforts by federal judges in the Southern District of Texas to justify their jury selection practices to administrators charged with monitoring the application of various equal protection rules coming into force in the late 1970s.

This topic arises from two curious coincidences. First, in the spring of 1979, James deAnda—who had helped prepare the Hernández case, and who was plaintiffs’ attorney in another landmark to be described below, Cisneros vs. Corpus Christi ISD—was nominated to a judgeship in the Southern District. He was confirmed by the U.S. Senate twenty-five years and one-week after the Court issued its ruling in Hernández. Progress had been slow, as deAnda became only the nation’s second Mexican American federal trial judge. He was sworn in by the first, Chief Judge Reynaldo Garza, who had served since 1961. Judge Garza would soon accept an appointment to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, where he would also be breaking new ground for Mexican Americans.

Second, Judge deAnda joined the court at a time when Judge Garza was embroiled in a struggle—fought via administrative memorandum—with a judicial bureaucracy in Washington, D.C., worried about the racial composition of the district’s jury pools. The federal Jury Act called for random selection of names, usually derived from local voter registration lists, or from combined voters and drivers lists. Discrimination in juror selection was prohibited under Section 1862, which states that: “No citizen shall be excluded from service as a grand or petit juror . . . on account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.”²

The trouble arose from a conflict regarding the application of this act to Mexican Americans: namely, were they “white” or “non-white,” for the purposes of the Southern District’s jury wheel (as the tabulation was still known, even after the list was computer-generated)? The references—statutory, scientific, and cultural—were contradictory. This paper will explore this practical quandary through an analysis of the various memoranda exchanged by the concerned parties.
Before discussing these issues, however, it bears briefly reviewing the context of the judicial confusion. Throughout the twentieth century, Mexican Americans saw civil rights claims repeatedly obscured by their muddled position in the black-or-white regime of Jim Crow. This reality continues to bedevil the study of Mexican American civil rights. For fifty years, for example, Hernández v. Texas has been seen as a landmark; yet, until quite recently, there has been little scholarly analysis of the decision, its winning and losing arguments, or its ultimate constitutional legacy.3

The present conference seeks to amend this situation by looking back and taking stock. The initial question to pose is, why the half-century of neglect? One answer might begin this way: perhaps the neglect is only apparent, in that the case has been consistently cited as precedent in subsequent cases. Yes, cited and passed over quickly. Or, this answer: perhaps the silence is proper. This is a milestone erected by pioneers, who left it behind them as they continued the momentous journey towards perfected social justice. However satisfying the image, this answer would be romantic spin, not analysis. There are at least three other answers, less satisfying, but more revealing.

First, most discussions of the case, including the caption announcement for this conference, will note that Hernández v. Texas has not been given the prominence that it deserves because it arrived in the shadow of a more famous case. The Hernández decision was handed down by the Supreme Court on 3 May 1954, just two weeks before the Court ruled in Brown v. Board of Education. The Hernández decision immediately precedes Brown in the published U.S. Reports.4

Although the Court did not explicitly link Hernández and Brown, the Justices’ embrace of an expanded understanding of the equal protection clause in both opinions invites the logical association and constitutional comparison.5 Yet, it is Brown that compelled notice then, riveted attention in the decades since, and continues to be the subject of much analysis during this joint fiftieth anniversary year, during which Brown is not necessarily being celebrated.6

There are concrete reasons for Brown’s greater prominence in law, history, and culture. The upheaval associated with court-directed racial desegregation of schools—promising to
bring about racial-mixing of children, no less—picked at the oldest scars in American society, while Hernández’s declaration that Mexican Americans as a class shouldn’t be barred from juries because of their “ancestry or national origin” paled by comparison. The one was fundamental, the other merely administrative, or, it must have seemed that way to the white and black families living under Jim Crow.

Mentioning this fact is not to complain about class being trumped by race in the scholarly literature. Rather, it brings me to a second point about Hernández’s half-century of neglect. It must be noted that both the lawyers arguing for Texas and those arguing for Pete Hernández understood that Mexican Americans were white under the laws of Texas, albeit members of a non-Anglo “other white race.” Hernández seemed to prove the efficacy of the so-called “other white” legal strategy. This had significant ramifications on the decision’s impact and legacy.

Within a very few years, in part because Brown sparked a legal and cultural revolution, Hernández’s failure even to question the racist basis of the Jim Crow system appeared short-sighted, perhaps even embarrassing. The “other white” victories committed Mexican American civil rights advocates to an unfruitful constitutional trajectory, based as it was on receiving due process under Jim Crow. In time, it became clear that success in those terms delayed Mexican Americans benefiting from Brown’s equal protection arguments, which had sought actually to abolish Jim Crow. Yet, it was more than fifteen years before Mexican American lawyers (notably James deAnda) successfully litigated Cisneros v. CCISD, the case that established (at least in the Southern District of Texas) that Mexican Americans were an “identifiable ethnic minority.” This new landmark revived the forgotten heart of Hernández, and extended it by establishing that Mexican Americans ought to be accorded judicial protection under that other landmark of May 1954, Brown.7

Mexican Americans had not missed much in the way of court-ordered racial or ethnic progress during the fifteen years since the spring of 1954. This suggests a third explanation for the comparative lack of attention that Hernández has received during the past fifty years. What Brown had, and Hernández did not have, was follow-up litigation. The Brown decision of 1954 simply marked the beginning of a new phase of litigation, not the end of segregation. Chief Justice Earl Warren set out the basic rationale for the Court’s
decision—“separate was inherently unequal”—but he declined to broach the contentious question regarding the remedial actions that would be required actually to restore rights.8

In 1955’s Brown II, the Justices gave local authorities “primary responsibility for elucidating, assessing, and solving” problems of administration that could be expected to delay desegregation. But the Court did not completely leave enforcement to the uncertain consciences of local, usually elected, school boards. In addition to directing (famously or infamously) the administrators to desegregate school with “all deliberate speed,” the Justices charged federal district judges with overseeing the progress of that desegregation. The decision directed judges to bring about “systematic and effective” compliance.9

School desegregation did not come deliberately, speedily, systematically, or effectively, because Brown II was vague with regard to timing and manner of desegregation. Instead, the Court all but guaranteed that African Americans would not gain the full benefits of the court victory unless and until they had filed and prevailed in many more lawsuits. These Brown II lawsuits occupied plaintiffs, lawyers, and federal district judges for decades to come. Progress was much too slow, but, at least the parties were engaged.10

There was no Hernández II, which might have required the nation’s federal judges to bear the burden of implementing more equitable jury selection rules. As a result, Hernández languished until it was revived briefly and superseded by Cisneros vs. CCISD, which perhaps is the closest thing to a Hernández II. And this point brings us to the main theme.

Even after Cisneros, principles of equal protection have been applied very erratically to this “identifiable ethnic minority,” mostly because the ethnic identity of Mexican Americans has ever been in the eye of the beholder. Their ethnic identity was rather more fluid than many observers wished to recognize. Hernández II might have clarified the key issues (despite the failure of Brown II and its progeny to clarify some issues for African Americans—desegregation or integration, for example). In the absence of follow-on litigation, Mexican American ethnic identity has remained fluid, and, as a result, slippery.
How did this come about? In United States law, history, and culture, race has always been a simple matter of black and white. In 1790, the U.S. Congress limited naturalization to “white” persons. The Founders and Framers left no criteria for “whiteness,” and, as F. James Davis reminds us in his book, this begged the basic question: Who Is Black? In the South, under the “one-drop rule,” the answer was that any “black blood” at all makes a person black. However, in America’s multi-racial, multi-ethnic society, it did not always follow that the absence of “black blood” defined a person as “white.” Instead, as Professor Haney López has shown, many people could and did claim to be White by Law. Haney López tells us that the criteria used to determine whiteness included skin color, facial features, national origin, language, culture, scientific opinion, and popular opinion. These criteria were usually arbitrarily applied, which is taken as proof that “race” is a social construct, reinforced by law. More to the point, this history shows that racial identity was simply in the eye of the beholder.

Throughout the twentieth century, the beholders included judges in courtrooms, but also representatives of varied administrative agencies, all seeking to apply their own interpretation of the latest official racial policy. Often, bureaucrats were forced to contend with individuals about the latter’s racial self-identity. In particular, Mexican Americans accepted, and even defended the color line, by staking out legal claims to “whiteness.” It was these debates that brought the question before the judges.

These bureaucratic controversies are rooted in a long, familiar history. In a well-known early example, federal District Judge Thomas Maxey took an opportunity to indulge in anthropological speculation, in the 1897 naturalization case In re Rodriguez. Maxey noted that “as to color, [the plaintiff] may be classed with the copper-colored or red men. He has dark eyes, straight black hair, and high cheek bones.” Judge Maxey noted that, “[I]f the strict scientific classification of the anthropologist should be adopted, he would probably not be classed as white.” Yet, despite his doubts, the judge bowed to Rodriguez’s self-identification, namely, that he was not Indian, Spanish, or African, but just “pure blooded Mexican.”

The inclusion of Mexican-descended persons (but only if pure-blooded?) in the white race had practical consequences under the Jim Crow regime, which extended beyond the South.
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The federal Immigration Act of 1924 categorized national or ethnic groups around notions of whiteness, invoking current anthropological theories, contemporary scientific racism known as eugenics, and plain secular bigotry to create new immigration restrictions linked to national origin.\(^{15}\) Still, this failed to solve the problem of self-identification. Note the conflation and confusion of personal opinion (that is, self-knowledge), with scientific opinion in the letter Secretary of Labor James Davis (a key player in immigration policy), wrote in 1929 to a concerned Congressman: “the Mexican people are of such a mixed stock and individuals have such a limited knowledge of their racial composition that it would be impossible for the most learned and experienced ethnologist or anthropologist to classify or determine their racial origin. Thus, making an effort to exclude them from admission or citizenship because of their racial status is practically impossible.”\(^{16}\)

Practically impossible, perhaps, but not impossible in practice? Civil servants tried to develop categories that were at once national, geographical, and racial, but which also blurred the personal with scientific opinion. In 1930, the Census Bureau listed Mexicans as a separate race, under an imprecise definition of persons born in Mexico, or with parents born in Mexico, and who were “not definitely white, Negro, Indian, Chinese, or Japanese.”\(^{17}\) Persons of Mexican-descent, and the Mexican government, vigorously protested the creation of this separate racial classification. To lessen international tension, the 1940 Census classified persons of Mexican-descent as “white,” if they were not “definitely Indian or of other non-white race . . .”\(^{18}\)

To be on the safe side, the Census Bureau began to compile statistics on “Spanish speaking persons.” In addition, the selective service created the category, “Mexican,” during World War II. Such official designations, appealing in some cases to the latest science and in others to plain common knowledge, guided the courts in determinations of whether individuals did or did not belong to the “white” race.\(^{19}\)

Recognizing that the official and community distinctions on lines of ethnicity, language, and even surname watered down the value of Mexican American “whiteness,” the Hernández lawyers appended a report, entitled “Status of Persons of Mexican Descent in Texas,” to their brief to the Supreme Court. This documented how many “natio-racial distinctions” differentiated Mexican Americans from other whites.\(^{20}\)
In *Hernández*, the Justices agreed that such distinctions were evidence that, despite the binary (black-versus-white) Jim Crow laws, Anglo Texans considered Mexican Americans to be a class apart from real “whites.” Making a distinction of its own, however, the Court maintained that existence of prejudice did not necessarily require judges to consider Mexican descent as a protected status. Follow-up lawsuits might have clarified this point, but, as previously noted, there was to be no *Hernández II*. During the fifteen years prior to *Cisneros*, clarifications came only from political and bureaucratic efforts. These attempted clarifications left much to be desired.

The civil rights consciousness of the 1960s, sparked in part by *Brown*, produced a variety of new tools that proved useful for refashioning Mexican Americans’ bureaucratically approved ethnic identity. The Civil Rights Act (CRA) of 1964, for example, authorized federal officials to withhold funds from states that continued to countenance racial discrimination. Among other things, the 1964 CRA authorized the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to issue goals and guidelines for school desegregation.

Yet, despite the fact that the Act extended its protections to “national origin” minorities, HEW’s own Office of Civil Rights (OCR) blocked the value of the 1964 CRA for Mexican Americans. OCR investigated alleged discrimination, but initially gathered statistics using only black and white categories. HEW began to collect data on Mexican Americans only after physician Hector P. Garcia, the founder of the American G.I. Forum (AGIF), and the first Mexican American member of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, rebuked OCR for failing to examine Mexican Americans’ complaints.

HEW began to publish data on black, white, and “other” in 1967. The “others” now included “any racial or national origin group for which separate schools have in the past been maintained or which are recognized as significant ‘minority groups’ in the community.” Examples HEW offered included: “Indian American, Oriental, Eskimo, Mexican-American, Puerto Rican, Latin, Cuban, etc.” Later, HEW published statistics on “Spanish Surnamed Americans,” and issued a series of “Mexican-American Studies.”

The shift to a newly official “other minority” status, as opposed to the old “other white” status, was resisted by
some of those persons affected. Carlos Guerra, a Spanish-Surnamed and presumably Mexican-descended student at Texas A&I (now Texas A&M University-Kingsville), wrote a column for the October 1967 issue of the Texas Observer, entitled “Discourse by An Other.” Mr. Guerra complained specifically about Washington’s misguided attempts—or perhaps it was a too clever ploy—to declare “the second largest minority group in the country non-White.” This response suggests that, in addition to complaining about official statements that were effectively setting aside Mexican Americans as a distinct group, Mr. Guerra was at the same time resistant to Chicano activism, which was emerging at Texas A&I around this time. Chicanos rejected the very “white” status fought for by their elders. Instead, Chicanos celebrated a “brown” identity they had constructed for themselves.

Clearly, social forces were seeking to change the terms of the traditional racial and ethnic discourse. Yet, opposed to the Chicano movement’s politics, and HEW’s bureaucracy, there were still the old-style armchair racial theorists. The same year, 1967, the Supreme Court ruled in the famous interracial marriage case, Loving v. Virginia, effectively overturning the trial judge, who had stated in his original opinion that: “Almighty God created the races white, black, yellow, malay and red . . . The fact that he separated the races shows that he did not intend for the races to mix.” Note that there is not a “brown” category, nor is there an indication that various white races fit this judge’s bill.

Seventy years after In re Rodriguez, a dozen years after Hernández, and in the midst of a civil rights revolution, Mexican Americans still struggled with official confusion and community division regarding color, race, nationality, ethnicity, or some other construct. These were not academic debates, because Mexican Americans—however ill-defined by judges, bureaucrats, or themselves—continued to suffer from the widespread discrimination that had motivated Hernández.

In October 1967, during hearings in El Paso of the newly established “Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs,” James deAnda, the long-time legal advisor to the G.I. Forum (AGIF), testified to lingering discrimination in jury selection, voting, and school enrollment. Because the lack of private resources prevented large-scale private litigation, deAnda proposed that the federal government increase public legal assistance. Noting that the 1964 CRA provided for the judicial award of plaintiffs’ attorneys’
fees in certain employment discrimination cases, deAnda suggested that a similar compensation scheme would be very appropriate in some voting, jury, and school lawsuits. In addition, deAnda challenged the U.S. Justice Department to recognize and begin fighting discrimination against Mexican Americans with the same vigor it finally was beginning to demonstrate in African Americans’ cases.29

DeAnda’s recommendations ultimately were acted upon, but only after several years of official dithering.30 In the meantime, he and other Mexican Americans resumed their own privately funded civil rights litigation. In that momentous year 1967, for example, San Antonio attorney Pete Tijerina obtained a multi-million, multi-year grant from the Ford Foundation, and founded the Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund (originally MALD, but now MALDEF). When the Civil Rights Commission held its December 1968 hearings in San Antonio, Dr. Garcia invited Tijerina to describe his reasons for establishing MALDEF. Tijerina answered that his experience in defending Mexican Americans before all-Anglo juries, more than a decade after Hernández, convinced him that a dedicated legal defense organization was necessary.31

By the late-1960s, the most pressing issue for Mexican American civil rights attorneys seemed to be the need to reframe the judicial responses to Brown’s mandates. Mexican Americans maintained their hard-won “white” status as late as 1966, when deAnda sought to enjoin “ability tracking,” a common high school practice which established two “tracks,” one for college-bound student and another for “terminal” high school students. DeAnda argued, successfully, that an arbitrary testing system ensured that students of Mexican descent dominated the latter category.32 As in Hernández, deAnda argued that the arbitrariness of the method denied the due process guaranteed in the Fourteenth Amendment.33

But, deAnda was at last ready to abandon the “other white” strategy and base a Mexican American civil rights complaint on an equal protection rationale. If successful, this might yield the expansive court-ordered remedies that Brown had made available to African Americans fifteen years earlier. In the path-breaking Cisneros case, deAnda complained that Corpus Christi ISD, like many Texas districts, had turned the “other white” notion to its own illegitimate purposes. In order to delay the court-ordered desegregation, while at the same time obscuring its slow pace, district officials frequently assigned African and Mexican Americans to the
same schools, rather than to white schools, a practice often facilitated by the close proximity of the ghettos to the barrios. The administrators maintained that, because Mexican Americans were "white," the barrio-ghetto schools had been desegregated. Federal judges and HEW—continuing to operate under Jim Crow’s black-white binary—accepted this logic. Although deAnda hedged his bets a bit by referring briefly to the "other white" strategy, he focused most on the novel contention that Brown should apply to, and so condemn, this systematic segregation of Mexican Americans.

DeAnda marshaled evidence from history, sociology, and demography (that is, he used arguments rooted in both scientific opinion and common knowledge) to show that, despite being "white," many Mexican Texans still suffered widespread discrimination at the hands of the Anglos in the majority. DeAnda persuaded Southern District Judge Woodrow Seals, who declared that, for the purposes of desegregating public schools, Mexican Americans formed an "identifiable ethnic minority" which deserved but had been denied the equal protection of the laws.

Judge Seals’ ruling pleased many Mexican Americans, but it remained to be seen whether the court could devise a "tri-ethnic" remedy to desegregate the white, black, and brown schools. There was no guarantee that Seals’ judicial colleagues and superiors would accept the ruling. In 1969, for example, Judge Ben C. Connally opened what he called “another chapter” in the long Houston desegregation saga, Ross v. Houston ISD. HISD enrolled 240,000 students, of which two-thirds were designated white and one-third black. HEW estimated that 36,000 of these students were “Spanish-surnamed Americans,” approximately fifteen percent of the student population. According to standard practice, Judge Connally included the Spanish-surnamed students in the “white” figures, and approved a district plan to combine Mexican Americans with African Americans. In Houston, it was the African American plaintiffs who appealed.

In their August 1970 majority opinion, Fifth Circuit Judges Homer Thornberry and Lewis Morgan affirmed Judge Connally’s ruling, in part, praising his “learned, thorough, detailed consideration” of the legal and practical issues. Judge Charles Clark, a usually conservative Nixon appointee and the third member of the Circuit panel, alone voiced any concern that the Spanish-surnamed students were officially ignored in integration plans, yet Mexican American majority
schools were to be paired with black schools in order to “integrate” them. Referring to Seals’ Cisneros ruling, the judge asserted that “it is mock justice when we ‘force’ the numbers by pairing disadvantaged Negro students into schools with members of this equally disadvantaged ethnic group.” Clark then declared: “We seem to have forgotten that the equal protection right enforced is a right to education, not statistical integration. Why, on this kind of a theory, we could end our problems by the simple expedient of requiring that in compiling statistics every student in every school be alternately labeled white and Negro! Then, you see, everything would come out 50-50 and could get our seal of approval once and for all.” After delivering this taunt, Clark “respectfully” dissented. This had no effect on the ruling, but Clark’s pointed remarks reflected his, and probably the minority’s community’s, growing frustration with the course or desegregation.41

In early 1971, MALDEF attempted to keep the question open, and sought Judge Connally’s permission to intervene in the Ross litigation. In a brief memorandum opinion denying the motion, Connally noted that HISD and other school districts “always treated Latin-Americans as of the Anglo or White race.” In a reference to MALDEF’s reliance on the Cisneros ruling, Connally declared that, even if Mexican Americans were an identifiable minority group, that did not entitle them “to escape the effects of integration” with African Americans. The judge stood among the many policy-makers of the period who failed to recognize the effect of Mexican Americans’ evolving consciousness. Indeed, as suggested by Mr. Guerra’s 1967 column, acceptance of this portentous political shift was far from universal, even among younger Mexican Americans. Incredibly, in denying MALDEF’s motion, the judge contended that Mexican Americans had never been subject to “state-imposed segregation.”42

Judge Connally wrestled further with the ambiguities of Mexican American self-identification when he grappled with the old problem of equitable jury selection. In a March 1969 note to Fifth Circuit Judge Walter Gewin, for example, he had to explain the recently reported racial imbalance of the jury pools in the Southern District of Texas. His position was consistent with his declaration in the school case. “I reiterate,” Connally wrote to his administrative superior, “that during my long and close association with the Laredo Division, and long though less close association
with Brownsville, there is not and has never been any
discrimination against Latins."\textsuperscript{43}

The report in question was part of a program established by
the Judicial Conference Committee on the Operation of the
Jury System, conceived for monitoring the compliance with
the Jury Selection and Service Act of 1968, which required
that jury pools reflect a ‘fair cross section’ of the local
community. Judge Connally argued that, especially in the
Brownsville and Laredo Divisions, the large population of
Mexican Americans complicated the statistics. Although the
Administrative Office (AO) of the U.S. Courts, following
the lead of many other federal agencies, admitted only the
old binary racial categories, Mexican Americans often self-
identified in ways that did not satisfy the AO. Connally
wrote Gewin to present “an accurate tabulation.”\textsuperscript{44}

The figures were based on questionnaires, Connally wrote,
and some of the potential jurors were “of racially-mixed
Anglo-Latin blood,” and “simply refer to themselves as
‘White’ rather than as either Anglo or Latin.” From his own
observations, the judge estimated that juries were composed
of “50 to 75% of persons bearing Latin surnames or who are
obviously of Latin extraction in whole or in part.”\textsuperscript{45}

As a result of the choice being left to the prospective
jurors, there were varied and ambiguous answers to Question
16, “Race.” Judge Connally suggested that the AO consider
changing the questionnaire, so the juror should have only
certain categories in which to answer, rather than a blank
line to fill. The Southern District clerks saw ‘Spanish,’
‘German extraction,’ and other idiosyncratic responses,
which required them to exercise a discretion that the judge
believed “should be avoided.”\textsuperscript{46}

But, the data was in the report as it was tabulated, and
Connally sought to allow the administrators “properly to
understand [and] interpret it.” As his example, the judge
noted that in the Laredo Division, of the 755 prospective
jurors who answered Question 16, 725 answered “Anglo”; 30
answered “Latin”; and no one answered “Negro” or “Other.”\textsuperscript{47}

This left the impression that the Laredo juries were
disproportionately white. Not so, said Connally. “Whether
of common knowledge of not,” the judge wrote, “it is a fact
by my personal knowledge and observation that there is no
discrimination directed at those of Latin ancestry. There
is a complete mixing and mingling of the races in all spheres of business and society. There is and always has been a high incidence of intermarriage between the races. There is scarcely a family which has lived in the area for a matter of several generations which is not of mixed Anglo-Latin blood.” Bearing this in mind, the judge concluded, the report of "‘Anglo … 725’ and ‘Latin … 30’ [was] not a true reflection of the situation as it exists.” Indeed, a recount of the questionnaires showed the following: "‘White’ … 640, ‘Anglo’ … 13, ‘Caucasian’ … 72, ‘Latin’ or ‘Mexican’ … 30.” It was apparent, to the judge, that a great majority of those prospective jurors of “Latin-Anglo extraction” answered ‘White’ or ‘Caucasian.’

To confirm this suspicion, Connally examined the lists of petit and grand jurors who appeared in Laredo during 1968. Of these, by his count, 111 had Latin, and 168 had Anglo surnames. The judge contended that even this, however, was not an accurate reflection of the ratio of the races, “in that a great many of those with Anglo surnames are the product of a mixed marriage and are of Latin-Anglo blood.”

With regard to the Brownsville Division, where the racial composition was essentially the same as in Laredo, the data showed that, of the 1687 prospective jurors who replied to Question 16 (and, it should be noted that 385 prospectives did not answer), there were reportedly “Anglo … 696, Latin … 987, Negro … 4, Other … 0.” On the surface, this would appear to be a reasonably accurate ratio, but, a judicial recount showed the following: "Unanswered … 518, Anglo … 73, Latin … 63, Negro … 4, White … 1293, Caucasian … 121, Human … 2, $1.60 per hour … 1.” The discrepancies between the second count and the first arose because the deputy clerk in Brownsville, misunderstanding the instructions, used her own judgment in classifying the prospective juror as either Latin or Anglo, based on surname, if Question 16 was left blank. Additionally, there were a number of cases where the answer was ambiguous. As at Laredo, the judge surmised, a majority of those replying “White’” were “entirely or partly of Latin blood.”

Given these recurring mistaken tabulations, Judge Connally suggested that Question 16 should be eliminated from the questionnaire. In addition, he believed that some of these answers (Human? $1.60 per hour?) showed resentment on the part of several prospective jurors that the question had been asked, even though they were instructed that they may
The attitude seemed to be that, on the question of jury service in a federal court, "race should not matter and should not be inquired into." Perhaps the judge was projecting his own feelings. He closed this memo noting that, "Personally, I share those sentiments."54

The questions continued, and the myriad ambiguities of the "Anglo-Latin," "Latin," or even "Spanish surname" continued as well. Within a few years, this was no longer Connally's concern. In December 1974, he reached the age of sixty-five years, and took semi-retirement as a "senior judge."55 His replacement on the bench was Laredo attorney Robert O'Conor Jr., whose own background seemed to prove Connally's point about the ambiguities of ethnic identity. Although Judge O'Conor had a Mexican-descended grandmother, he was clearly an Anglo, not the newest Mexican American federal judge.56

As Chief Judge, Connally was succeeded by Brownsville's own Reynaldo Garza, who was the first (and, until 1979, only) Mexican American federal judge in the Southern District. In the late 1970s, Judge Garza was still attempting to square self-identified racial status with the approved judicial-legislative-administrative distinctions.57

In 1977, in response to policy requirements, the federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) issued Statistical Policy Directive Number 15, "Race and Ethnic Standards for Federal Statistics and Administrative Reporting." Now, four racial categories were established: (1) American Indian or Alaskan Native; (2) Asian or Pacific Islander; (3) Black; and (4) White. In addition, however, two ethnic categories were established: "Hispanic origin;" and "Not of Hispanic origin." Although the Census Bureau traditionally had used more categories than these for the decennial censuses, they now collapsed into the same four racial categories used by OMB, plus, of course, the category "Some Other Race."58

The Census Bureau published the following to explain its latest attempts to clarify racial reporting: "The category 'white' includes persons who indicated their race as white, as well as persons who did not classify themselves in one of the specific race categories on the questionnaire[,] but entered Mexican, Puerto Rican, or a response suggesting Indo-European stock."59 Thus, "white" was to be the default designation in cases of questionable self-identification.
John Shapard, of the Research Division of the Federal Judicial Center (FJC), wrote to court clerks in February 1977, to instruct them how the evolution of the Census and OMB rules would affect their future tabulation of local jury composition, required by the Judicial Conference to be reported on Form JS-12. Shapard wrote that any prospective jurors whose questionnaires “show race as Mexican, Puerto Rican, or similar Latin or Spanish races, should be counted as WHITE.” The reason for this “odd-seeming requirement,” he added, was that the Census Bureau now classified race in the same fashion. That mattered because the purpose of the JS-12 (which also recorded sex) was to permit a comparison of jury wheels to the population eligible for jury service, and Census reporting was regarded as the only source of reliable population data. Shapard particularly worried that, if JS-12 reports did not include “Indo-European” in “white” totals, statistical analysis “may falsely indicate racial imbalance in your jury wheels.” Shapard invited the clerks to call him directly if they had questions.60

In April 1978, Carl H. Imlay, the Administrative Office’s General Counsel, wrote to all District Court Chief Judges. Imlay enclosed the most recent statistical reports derived from returned JS-12 forms. Noting that the report “involved complex data gathering that presented many opportunities for the introduction of error,” Imlay sent the preliminary report in order to afford judges an opportunity to review the results prior to the submission to the Jury Committee. Imlay invited any judge suspecting erroneous or misleading results to share these concerns with the Research Division of the FJC, which analyzed the JS-12s.61

The racial distribution reported among prospective jurors for Houston, and several others of the court’s divisions, fell within the proportions suggested by the 1970 Census of Population Distribution. Some initially disturbing numbers could be explained away as computer errors. The report did raise several red flags, however, particularly with regard to Brownsville and Laredo, where the distribution indicated a disproportionate representation vis-à-vis the 1970 Census tally. Clearly, not everyone involved in the jury selection process had received, read, or understood the memorandum explaining the new rules. Some of the Southern District’s clerks’ continued to designate Mexican American jurors as “non-white,” which, as Shapard feared would occur, resulted in the “drastic overrepresentation” of non-whites.62
Roughly, the reported ratios are: Brownsville, 3 whites to 1 non-white; Laredo, 7 to 1; Corpus Christi, 30 to 1; Houston 4.5 to 1; Galveston, 5.5 to 1; Victoria, more than 20 to 1.\(^{63}\) Note how the grounds of the debate have shifted: two decades after *Hernández*, jury pools in Texas federal courts that feature a 3-to-1 ratio are not white enough, because the 1970 Census predicted much higher ratios.

No one involved in the analysis believed these numbers to reflect reality, although the “reality” one accepted would, naturally, be in the eye of the beholder. The problem, once again, arose from the perennial tension between the strict official rules and the vagaries of self-identification. The latest questionnaires mailed to prospective jurors had listed five racial categories, the four noted above plus “other.” There was no designated box for “Spanish” or “Mexican-American.” This apparently led some respondents to check the fifth box, labeled “other.” Next to the box, many respondents then wrote the phrase “Mexican-American.” Under JS-12 tabulation rules, people marking “other” were counted as non-whites, leading to the overrepresentation of “non-white” in the analysis.\(^{64}\)

David Coe, another judicial statistician in Washington, D.C., corresponded with Jesse E. Clark, then the Southern District’s chief deputy clerk (later to become chief clerk), seeking to resolve the concerns. Coe noted that the FJC analysis posed “several perplexing problems.” He realized that a certain percentage of registered voters in the Southern District were of “Spanish-Latin” origin, and that there was some debate whether “people with Spanish surnames” ought to be counted as white or non-white. That debate notwithstanding, Coe wrote, for the statistical purposes of the JS-12, the Judicial Research Jury Committee had concluded that people of “Spanish-Latin” descent were not a separate race, and should be counted as white.\(^{65}\)

The Southern District clerks were not resistant to change so much as confused by it. Clark had investigated and found that, even though they were aware that people with Spanish surnames were to be counted as white, some of the deputy clerks who worked with the jury questionnaires invariably counted them as “non-white” when the “other” category was marked. This accidental mistake accounted for most of the discrepancies within the Laredo and Brownsville Divisions. Coe admitted that this was an error caused by the terminology, and that the Southern District should not be
criticized for selecting disproportionately non-white juries in Laredo and Brownsville. He promised to send a letter to Chief Judge Garza reassuring him that these two Divisions were not “disproportionately represented.”"66

Although Coe and Clark resolved this issue to their own satisfaction, John Shapard nevertheless wrote Chief Judge Garza, to offer his analysis of the JS-12 problems in the Southern District. Shapard admitted that his analysis was “based primarily on educated guesses, with the education being that derived from reviewing several hundred of these reports and discussing them with at least 25 of the 94 clerks of court.”67 Like Coe, Shapard acknowledged that the depiction of Brownsville and Laredo as suffering from a drastic overrepresentation of non-white juries was undoubtedly a problem with the data, not with the jury selection in those divisions. He assumed that the deputy clerks who prepared the JS-12s simply failed to follow the instructions that persons indicating their race as Mexican, Spanish, brown, Latin, and the like, should be counted as white. Shapard had concluded that the substantial effort needed to correct the data—sending new questionnaires, for example—would yield little benefit. According to the 1970 Census, the non-white population of the border divisions represented only 0.5% of the population. The researcher simply worried that judiciary was left with no useful analysis of the race or ethnic balance of those juries.68

Chief Judge Garza replied to Shapard’s letter, and found himself defending his districts’ jury practices in terms only slightly different from his predecessor Connally’s. Garza sought to reassure Shapard that the Southern District of Texas complied with the Jury Selection Act, and “there [was] no indication that any group is being discriminated against in the composition of our jury panels.” The judge attached the correspondence explaining the problems with the Southern District’s data, and said he would appreciate it if Shapard presented this along with his report to the Committee on the Operation of the Jury System.69

Nearly twenty-five years after Hernández, and almost ten years after Cisneros, the federal judicial bureaucracy and other institutions continued to fall into the trap of the black-white binary. But, change appeared to be in the wind.
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James deAnda’s legal career in the twenty-five years after Hernández v. Texas is among the legacies of that landmark decision. By the late 1970s, minority activists, including Mexican Americans, began to complain that President Carter had not fulfilled a campaign promise to appoint women and minorities to the judiciary. Carter’s opportunity to make good on his pledge came when Congress resolved to increase the number of federal judgeships. The Omnibus Judgeship Act of 1978 opened 150 positions on the federal district and circuit benches. The growth was especially significant in the Southern District of Texas, because the Act increased the number of judges there from eight to thirteen.

The language of the 1978 Act explicitly invited the president to make a revolution in the judiciary. In Section 8 of the Act, for example, stated that Congress: “(1) takes notice of the fact that only 1 percent of Federal judges are women and only 4 percent are blacks; and (2) suggests that the President, in selecting individuals for nomination to the Federal judgeships created by this Act, give due consideration to qualified individuals regardless of race, color, sex, religion, or national origin.” Carter seized the opportunity. During his single term, more than fifteen percent of his judicial appointees were female, and more than twenty-one percent were minorities.

In due course, President Carter appointed James deAnda to the Southern District of Texas, where he became the second Mexican American judge in its history. But, did that mean he was the new white, “other white,” “Latin,” “Spanish-surnamed,” or “Hispanic” judge? By 11 May 1979, the day the Senate confirmed the judge, the answer was not yet clear.

Unfortunately, another twenty-five years have passed and the tension between administrative judgments regarding race and ethnicity, and self-identification by minority groups has yet to be resolved. Complicating the issue is the fact that the racial and ethnic makeup of the U.S. has changed greatly since 1977, when OMB established the definitions discussed above. The OMB initiated a review in the late 1990s, which included public hearings, references to the National Academy of Science, and an “Interagency Committee for the Review of Racial and Ethnic Standards.”

Currently, the OMB’s categories for race are: (1) American Indian or Alaska Native; (2) Asian; (3) Black or African American; (4) Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander;
and (5) White. With OMB’s approval, the Census Bureau’s 2000 questionnaires included a sixth racial category: “Some Other Race.” There are also two categories for ethnicity, namely, “Hispanic or Latino” and “Not Hispanic or Latino.” This accepts a consensus that Hispanics and Latinos may be of any race. Instead of a new “multiracial” category, as suggested in public and congressional hearings, the OMB adopted the Interagency Committee’s recommendation that people be allowed to select more than one race when they self-identify. There were fifteen boxes to choose from, and three write-in blanks on the Census 2000 questionnaire (as compared with sixteen box categories and two write-in areas in 1990). Finally, there is the category “Some Other Race,” which also has a write-in blank. This is intended to allow responses from people identifying as Mulatto, Creole, and Mestizo. Reportedly, there are 63 possible combinations of the six basic racial categories, including six categories for those who report exactly one race, and 57 categories for those who report two or more races.76

Still unresolved was the basic question, what race should Hispanics check on this form? Apparently to encourage more useful responses, the question on Hispanic origin appears immediately before the question on race, as if to remind the respondents that, in the federal statistical system, ethnic origin and race are separate concepts. This subtle point continues to run up against self-identification. The National Latino Political Survey, for example, found that three of four respondents preferred to be labeled by their country of origin rather than by “pan-ethnic” terms such as Hispanic or Latino. Indeed, on the 2000 Census, 47.9% of Hispanics identified their race as “white,” and 42.2% declined to provide any racial categorization at all.77

And so the debate continues. Recently, the New York Times reported on the Census Bureau’s struggle to find a “racial” home for “ethnic” Hispanics. The major stumbling block is, as it always has been, the vagaries of self-identification. The large number of Hispanics checking “some other race” has made it the fastest growing racial category. Census officials are hoping to eliminate this option from the 2010 questionnaires, once more hoping to encourage Hispanics to choose one or more of the five standard racial categories.78 If the contested fifty year history of self-identification since Hernández v. Texas is any guide at all, the keepers of the official categories will still not like the results.
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